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the French forces quickly, so that she could then turn
against Russia. By going through Belgium it was calcu-
lated that a decisive victory—a "Cannae"—could be won
within six weeks. On the other hand, to attempt to reach
the French armies by striking straight west, without touch-
ing the neutralized territories of Luxemburg and Belgium,
would take months, on account of the hilly country, the
rising escarpments,111 and the strong lines of defensive forts
which France had built since 1870,
Bethmann, with his juristic training and upon the advice
of a legal expert in the Foreign Office, wished to keep within
the requirements of the Hague Convention of 1907, which
declared that hostilities must not commence without previ-
ous warning, either in the form of a reasoned declaration of
war or an ultimatum with a conditional declaration of war.
Compelled to accept the German plan of campaign which
provided for an ultimatum to Belgium, demanding passage
across her territory, he desired to regularize it by a previous
formal declaration of a state of war between Germany and
Russia, in case Eussia did not accede to an ultimatum to
demobilize at once. Falkenhayn, and especially Tirpitz,
were opposed to such a declaration of war against Russia,
They thought it an unnecessary, foolish and clumsy mistake
in diplomatic technique, which would make an unfortunate
impression on public opinion and brand Germany before the
world as the aggressor.112 Pourtales also was of this opinion.
The course of events showed that he was right. But, at the
moment, Bethmann and Jagow seemed to have believed that
niC/* W. M. Davis, Handbook of Northern France (Cambridge,
1918), p. 27 ff.
H2{?/. Zwehl, Erich v. Falkenhayn, p. 58; Tirpitz, Politische Doku^
mente> II, 11-12; and the communications of E. E. Barnes and B. E.
Schmitt, in the Amer. Hist. Review, XXXIII, 456-459, January, 1928.
Moltke appears to have been indifferent on this question; Bethmann
(Betrachtungen, I, 156) is correct in saying that Falkenhayn opposed a
declaration of war on Russia, but incorrect in saying that he himself was
persuaded to it by Moltke.

